The Quest® Data Empowerment Platform aligns data operations, data protection and data intelligence solutions to deliver fast, accurate and relevant data insights for digital transformation. The platform is designed to help global enterprises bridge the gaps between their data infrastructure, security and governance initiatives to empower CDOs, CIOs, CTOs, CISOs and other data-focused executives to mitigate risk and unleash more value.

Quest Data Empowerment solutions provide a sustainable foundation that enables agility, adaptability, and resilience to maximize the business impact of your organization’s data.

**Data Operations**

Data operations is key to optimizing the performance and value of the enterprise data pipeline. Quest Data Operations solutions help organizations realize:

- Modern, flexible, scalable data infrastructure, including successful support of cloud and hybrid environments
- Data pipeline visibility/availability and uninterrupted flow
- Proactive identification and resolution of performance issues
- Highly-skilled IT staff armed with strategic expertise (data experts not just database experts)
- Self-service data preparation and access
- Greater agility/productivity, faster delivery of mission-critical applications

The Quest Data Operations solutions portfolio includes the Toad, ApexSQL, Foglight, Spotlight, erwin Data Modeler, Toad Data Point and SharePlex products for database development and management, data modeling, data systems performance monitoring and optimization, SQL optimization and data preparation.

**Data Protection**

Data protection solutions help organizations ensure data availability, meet data privacy requirements and secure network-connected devices. Quest Data Protection solutions help organizations deliver:

- Offensive and defensive methodologies and technologies
- Visibility of data infrastructure and assets to identify data locations and endpoints that require protection
- Secure data infrastructure to prevent unauthorized access
- High performance backup, recovery and data deduplication to minimize data loss, maximize system availability and reduce storage costs
- Data compression and encryption to fortify the network, including external storage, for regulatory compliance

The Quest Data Protection solutions portfolio includes the KACE, QoreStor, NetVault, Rapid Recovery, SharePlex, LiteSpeed, ApexSQL and Toad Sensitive Data Protection products for data security and endpoint management, data compliance, data deduplication and data backup/recovery/restoration.
Data Intelligence

Data Intelligence solutions help organizations establish a sound, yet flexible framework for awareness of and access to available data assets, guidance on their use and guardrails to ensure data policies and best practices are followed. Quest Data Intelligence solutions help organizations:

- Use metadata-driven automation to identify and harvest technical assets, including data provenance, lineage and impact analysis
- Curate these assets with business and quality context
- Govern asset use across the organization with the association of business rules and policies
- Enable enterprise-wide socialization of available, high-quality assets for knowledge-sharing and use
- Manage change and innovation through enterprise architecture
- Understand business processes/workflows and inputs/outputs to uncover risks and areas for improvement

The Quest Data Intelligence solutions portfolio includes the erwin Data Intelligence and erwin Evolve products for data cataloging, data literacy, enterprise architecture and business process modeling and analysis.

About Quest

Quest creates software solutions that make the benefits of new technology real in an increasingly complex IT landscape. From database and systems management, to Active Directory and Microsoft 365 migration and management, and cybersecurity resilience, Quest helps customers solve their next IT challenge now. Quest Software. Where next meets now.